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Read-aloud
What Are You Reading Today?

Help us call attention to the importance of
literacy as we celebrate Bloomington Reads! week, May 6-12. The second annual event,
sponsored by the Foundation of Monroe County Community Schools, features a week of
reading and literacy-related activities in our community to spotlight the importance of literacy.
(See the mccsfoundation website for a listing of upcoming events.) Just 20 minutes of reading
a day can build a community of readers.
While many of us get in the habit of reading aloud to our pre-readers, children who have
begun reading on their own still benefit from having an adult read aloud to them. Reading
aloud a story to an independent reader can be a chance to share new vocabulary. Reading
aloud also provides an independent reader with an opportunity to hear fluent reading, which
helps them build their own fluency and ability to read with proper pacing and expression.
My preschooler and I have been enjoying some new picture books, including: Betty Bunny
Wants Everything and the Princess and the Packet of Frozen Peas. And in between rereading some of his favorite Diary of a Wimpy Kid books, my 3rd grader looks forward to
listening to his dad read aloud from Tolkien?s Lord of the Rings trilogy.
It?s important to remember, too, that children learn to value reading, not only by having
someone read to them, but by seeing the adults in their lives spending time reading. No
matter whether it?s a hardcover or paperback book, e-book, magazine or newspaper ? what
do your children see you reading? What are you reading today?
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Bloomington Reads! at the Farmers Market
There's two terrific ways to celebrate reading and fabulous stories for children this Saturday,
April 30!
From 8:00am to Noon, readers of all ages and abilities are invited to the Bloomington

Farmer's Market to help Bloomington read James and the Giant Peach by Roald Dahl aloud
on stage. Each participant will have a chance to read a page. And the first 300 students who
visit the Bloomington Reads table will receive a free book!

So go early, get your free book, and then hop on over to the
Library Auditorium for a special free preview performance of Cardinal Stage's production of
A Year with Frog and Toad, based on the stories by Arnold Lobel. The preview peformance,
which starts at 11 am and lasts about 30 minutes, will feature the delightfully funny episodes
of Frog and Toad sharing cookies and going for a swim. Listen to librarians tell the stories and
then see how cast members depict the stories on stage through song.
Read more »
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